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PROFESSIONAL DEEP CLEANING COMPANY "DUBAI
CLEAN"

dubaiclean.com/

Welcome and thank you for visiting the best Cleaning Company in Dubai "Dubai Clean".
We are providing the best cleaning services, deep cleaning services, ac duct cleaning,
painting services and maid services in Dubai and all other UAE areas.

Contact Us Now

RESIDENTIAL CLEANING SERVICES

https://dubaiclean.com/
https://dubaiclean.com/contact-us/
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COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES

WINDOW CLEANING SERVICES
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MOVE IN/OUT SERVICES

SOFA CLEANING SERVICES
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STEAM CLEANING SERVICES
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Previous
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Next
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Who we are & What we do?

We're the best cleaning company

Welcome and thank you for visiting the best Cleaning Company Dubai Clean. We are
providing best cleaning services and maid services in Dubai and all other UAE areas.
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Our objective is “Cleaning and Maid Services to be done on time”. Choosing the right
cleaning services in Dubai company for your facility from all Dubai cleaning companies
can be a daunting venture. However, Dubai Clean’s cleaning and maid Services can tailor
a specific site plan aimed at satisfying all of your cleaning concerns and needs.

Get your house cleaned with our outstanding house cleaning services. We have a team of
professional but friendly maids who are the best in going above and beyond other house
cleaning services in Dubai. We, cleaning company Dubai Clean is providing efficiency
with a personal touch, helping simplify your life whilst ensuring your home stays sparkling
clean. Our expertise is in both residential and commercial cleaning services in Dubai and
all over UAE. Whether its about small home or a large office facility, we have resources to
meet your expectations with the best quality and attention to detail. Keeping Dubai clean
is our ultimate goal.

https://idealcleaningae.com/
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Contact Us Now

CLEANING SERVICES WE'RE OFFERING

As a full-service cleaning company in Dubai, we are also offering specialized services for
particular occasions. We offer post construction clean-up for newly established or
renovated buildings. With our heavy duty equipment, we can tidy up the construction
rubble quickly and efficiently.

https://dubaiclean.com/contact-us/
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Airports & Airlines

.
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Auto Dealerships

.
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Sports & Fitness Centers

.
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Schools & Universities

.
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Medical Facilities

.
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Entertainment Venues

.

CLIENT'S LOVE FOR DUBAI CLEANING COMPANY

★★★★★ 5/5

The whole experience was terrific! There is nothing like coming home from work and
seeing your house look and smell so great. Dubai Clean did such a terrific job and I can't
thank them enough for all their hard work.

Asad-ul-Haq, Jumeirah
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★★★★★ 5/5

I have been using their services for about a month now and I can't tell enough people how
pleased I am with the results. I am truly impressed with the work Dubai Clean does and
appreciate the personal touches.

Robert Kinley, Downtown

★★★★★ 5/5

Came to Dubai for a job and during my stay in a rented apartment, I tried cleaning
services from Dubai Clean. The results were unbelievably very impressive for someone
like me. I will definitely go for it again & again.

Jane Dowser
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TOP CLEANING SERVICES
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BEST MAID SERVICES
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HOME CLEANING SERVICES
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WALL PAINTING SERVICES

Frequent Asked Questions
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How much does your cleaning service cost?
The price of our cleaning services is determined by the size and type of the property. For
example, a home would be priced at AED 50/hour for a one-bedroom apartment, whereas
a five-bedroom house would be priced at AED 100/hour.

https://dubaiclean.com/
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How often will you clean my home?
A: You should clean your home at least once a week.

B: I would like to come and clean your home every two weeks.

C: I can come and clean your home every four months.

D: I can come and clean your home once a year.

https://dubaiclean.com/
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Can I get an over the phone estimate or do you have to come to my home?

https://dubaiclean.com/
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If you are not sure if we offer this service, please give us a call and we will be happy to
answer any of your questions.
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What time does your team arrive?
The team arrives at 8 am and starts working straight away.
We work for about 5 hours, then take a break for lunch.
After lunch, we usually work another 4 hours before taking a break again.
We usually finish around 5 pm.

https://dubaiclean.com/
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What happens if I'm not satisfied with your cleaning service?
If you’re not satisfied with our cleaning service, please let us know. We will work with you
to figure out what went wrong and how we can improve it.

https://dubaiclean.com/
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Do you offer a free cleaning services estimate?
We offer free cleaning services estimates. Just call us and we will schedule a time to
come out and give you an estimate for your needs.

https://dubaiclean.com/
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How long will it take to clean my home?
This section will talk about how long it takes to clean a house and the different factors that
affect this time.

Watch us in Action!

Play Video

Google Reviews

Amazing job!!! After reading the reviews, decided to choose this company for my move-in
deep cleaning. Absolutely amazing service. Even though the stuff came earlier...Read
More »

https://dubaiclean.com/
https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/105225434827451509172/place/ChIJ7-xJq4lCXz4RutHgBEzn9Bc
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I just want to thank Dubai Clean for a job well done! They deep clean my apartment and
my furniture as well, very professional, reliable...Read More »
I’m always doing spring cleaning for a general cleaning of my house specially my furniture
(sofas, carpets, curtains & beds) and I always want the best yet...Read More »
Dubai Clean- Deep cleaning were at my apartment today and the team arrived on time. It
could not have been a more enjoyable experience! They...Read More »
A very professional Deep Cleaning company in Dubai. They came and did a deep
cleaning and Sanitization for my villa. They came with full protection...Read More »

Top-rated Cleaning Services on Google

based on 190+ reviews

Rated 4.7 out of 5

https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/102024712325265094406/place/ChIJ7-xJq4lCXz4RutHgBEzn9Bc
https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/101432401533698726524/place/ChIJ7-xJq4lCXz4RutHgBEzn9Bc
https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/112751487481383116302/place/ChIJ7-xJq4lCXz4RutHgBEzn9Bc
https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/108858553046748050742/place/ChIJ7-xJq4lCXz4RutHgBEzn9Bc

